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Rotating bending fatigue tests were performed using heat-treated 0.45%C steel specimens under 
the constant amplitude and the two-step loading and then the cumulative fatigue was investigated 
Firstly， both the original S-N curve for the virgin specimen and the S-N curves for the specimens 
damaged by prior fatigue were plotted on the double-logarithmic scale. All curves could be linear 
approximately. The values of the cumulative fatigue damage defined by modified Miner's rule under 
two-step loading wer巴 lessthan unity. The fatigue life and fatigue limit for the damaged specimen 
tended lower， as the degree of prior damage increased. Next， the life prediction method for the 
damaged specimens was proposed. The estimat巴dresults were in good.agreement with the experi-
mental ones. Then the lower limit of cumulative fatigue damage was examined based on the 
proposed method. The minimum value of the estimated lower limit was about 0.6， but it was 0.4 
when the scatter of the experimental results was considered. 






























































Table 1 Ch巴micalcomposition [wt%J 
C I Si I地 I P I S IculNilCr 
0.44 Iω則的7I 0.024 I 0.015 I O.ω10.ωI 0.14 
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n2 = 1.49X 10σz 
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¥、 σi=385MPa， D，=O.542 
大¥ー山田ー
n2 = 1.26 X 1018σ2・5.17
σw = 200MP. 
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(b) DI二 0.542
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以上の(1)から (6)の手順により σ，=450MPa， 
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(3 ) 損傷値 Dlに対する疲労限度内を図 6より
求める.
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